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Camaraderie and Competition:
The Race for the Top Ten

Race to the Band Stand

     
Com-
peti-

tive. Resilient. Overrated. 
Relentless. Ruthless. Merciless. 
Cutthroat. War. Lifeless. All 
answers to the question, “How 
would you describe the top ten 
in one word?” 
     ‘Top ten’ refers to class rank; 
being in the top ten is consid-
ered, by some, as an honor, and 
others as pointless. Some will 
argue that class rank does not 
and should not matter, while oth-
ers will tell you that class rank 
is important in creating a healthy 
competition among students, 
pushing them to do their best. 
     Regardless of which side stu-
dents choose to take on the mat-
ter, the general consensus is that 
top ten is “hell”. Being ranked 
that highly, whether or not the 
student is in top ten, is naturally 
a great deal of pressure. There is 
the expectation to keep your grades up, knowing 
that if your rank drops people will wonder what 
your downfall was. There is the constant worry, 
the late nights and the all-nighters, the wondering 
what your classmates got on that quiz. Realizing 
that your 90% on an English test was good, but 
not good enough, because so-and-so got a 96%. 
     Being in the top ten is sacrifice. There are 
twenty-four hours in a day. Assuming that six 
hours of these are spent in school, with an hour 

    Students start thinking 
about the future and grooming 
for college during freshman 

year.  Many students also get jobs, many have  
relationships, and most try to engage in some 
activities --   sports, clubs, Variety Show, and 
other activities -- that can make the experience 
more enjoyable.   Some students make the choice 
to take it a step 
further by enrolling 
in highly regarded 
AP classes. But how 
much more stress do 
those classes really 
add to one’s life, 
and, if it does, how 
do they manage to 
pull it off?
      According to 
a survey of 80 
LHS AP students, 
only around 25 
percent got more 
than seven hours of sleep per night, which is 
still less than the recommended eight hours for 
teenagers. This isn’t surprising. Seventy  percent 
of students surveyed had more than three hours 
of homework per night, which may not seem like 
that much, but it adds up quickly.   Nearly 95 
percent of these students were involved in some 
form of extracurricular activity, and just over 66 
percent play a sport. When AP study is  combined 
with the hours spent on activities, sports, jobs, 
relationships, and family time, there’s little time 
for anything else..  So how do they do it?
     “I play a sport and I’m in a bunch of clubs so 
I kind of just make it work,” said  Junior Alexa 
Labossiere.  “My sleep is kind of impaired, and 
there will also be some times where people will 
be like ‘Hey, do you want to go out?’ and I’ll 
have to say, “No, I have homework.” Friends and 

fellow AP students Cas Cosme, Julia Heroux, 
and Natalie Westrick nodded in agreement as 
Labossiere said that she guesses “it’s more 
social activities” that she has to miss out on 
because of school work. As a member of 
the varsity field hockey team, she has a two 
hour practice nearly every day after school, 
usually not starting her homework until 6 or 7 

(sometimes not 
until 9 if she has 
a game), “Which 
can get a little 
rough,” she said, 
adding that on 
those nights she 
won’t be able to 
get to bed until 11 
or 12. 
     Juniors and 
seniors aren’t the 
only ones who 
take AP classes 
anymore.  Since 

fall 2014, freshmen have had the opportunity 
to take AP Human Geography instead of Early 
World History, and since fall 2015, sophomores 
have had the opportunity to take AP World 
History instead of World or US history. 
     Elise Delaney, a freshman enrolled in AP 
Human Geography, said that she’s glad she 
wound up taking the advanced level course. “It 
definitely threw me into a lot of work,” she said, 
“but I’ve been trying my best to manage, and 
I think I’m doing well with it.” She also feels 
that it will help her in the long run, saying that 
“the class is going to be a challenge for me but 
I think it’s going to give me a lot of experience 
and adjust me to the workload for high school.”
     Many of these students chose to take these 

   One thousand one hundred 
twenty percent.  That’s how 
much the cost of college 

tuition has increased over the last 30 years. As 
education becomes a higher priority for many 
people who want higher paying jobs, one setback 
from this final destination is the cost of going to 
college.
     Why does this matter? Because the high cost 
of college is either keeping students from going 
to college or leaving them with massive amounts 
of debt that could take decades to overcome. 
     According to.studentloanhero.com, the total 
amount of American student loan debt was more 
than $1.3 trillion in 2016, and of the 43.3 Ameri-
cans currently enrolled in college, middle class 
students carry the most debt, on average. But this 
isn’t the only problem—a bachelor’s degree can 
cost well over $100,000, many students can’t af-
ford unpaid internships, and costs are high pretty 
much everywhere.
     The result of the high cost of college? Ameri-
cans are leaving college without degrees at higher 
rates than most other developed countries in the 
world. The solution? Free or reduced tuition.
     Numerous colleges have already begun to 
offer free tuition.  Of course, there are certain 
qualifications that students must meet. With 
free colleges and high quality education, it’s the 
perfect combination and opportunity for many 
people who seek a better life through better 
education.
     According to collegedata.com, the average 
amount students pay for all four years of college 
is around $100,000, which can be a catastrophe 
for students who bite more than they can chew. 
The Wall Street Journal reports that the average 
student loan debt is over $37,000, up from about 

Please turn to FREE COLLEGE on page 11

     Every year the Lincoln 
High School band 
has to overcome the 

obstacles of losing key players from the previous 
graduating class, and teaching the freshman all 
the new ropes. With only two weeks of classes 
before their debut, the band and their fearless 
leader, Band Director. David Enos, were in a 
race to prepare themselves for the first home 
football game this season. With many years 
under his belt as the Band Director, Mr. Enos 
has this system to success down to a science.
      “The 
beginning 
of the year 
is always 
kind of 
tough because things happen quickly and 
everything needs to get done.  Equipment, 
instruments, ordering the shirts for marching, 
so it’s always a bit of a crunch,” Mr. Enos 
explained. “It’s not all new music for the entire 
band, just the new kids have to really try and 
catch up. The upperclassmen keep it going until 
everyone gets on board...We need to get about 
10 songs up and going in the first two weeks so I 
really rely on the upperclassmen.”
     

by carLy swanson
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On the first day of school, for freshmen only, 
Mr. Enos gives them a wide overview of what 
the class will entail, and their responsibilities 
as members of the band.  As soon as the 
upperclassmen arrive on day two, the group gets 
down to business. Mr. Enos takes attendance 
and goes through the typical first day of school 
housekeeping before making an alarming 
announcement. The students faces freeze in shock 
and frenzy when they hear the limited time they 
have to practice and learn the music until their 

first Friday 
under the 
lights.
   
Appropriately 

following this scary discovery, the section leaders 
are announced. Each year, Mr. Enos selects a 
few exemplary students from each instrument to 
lead their section.  They become the go-to helper 
for their peers.  Section leaders are expected to 
rise to the occasion and take charge, making sure 

Training  the other ‘football team”:
The LHS Pep Band

in the morning spent getting ready for school, an 
hour after school dedicated to eating dinner, that 
leaves sixteen hours in a day. Logically, at least 
eight of these hours should be reserved for sleep. 
Nationwidechildrens.org reports that teenagers 
should be getting an average of nine hours and 
fifteen minutes of sleep every night. For students 
who wake up at 6:00 in the morning, this would 
mean going to bed at—wait for it—8:45 the night 
before. 

     I’ll let you take a brief minute to laugh with 
me. 
     By the time 8:45 rolls around, most students at 
the top of their class will have about three hours’ 
worth of homework left to do. And even if they 
don’t, I have a feeling there is a ridiculously small 
percentage of the student population here at LHS 
that would even consider going to bed so early.
     Why so much homework? Class difficulty is 
taken into account when calculating class rank, 
which means that students in the top ten are tak-
ing anywhere from two to four AP classes at one 

Please turn AP CLASSES, page 11

31 
The average number of points that 

students of music scored above  
other students on the reading sec-

tion of the 2012 SAT.

Standley, J. M.  (2008).  Applications of Research in Music Educa-
tion, 27(1), 17-32.

One popular AP Class with calculus teacher Mr. Paul Ruhle.  
phoTo by MAry LInD. Please turn BAND, page 4



  Clubs allow students to 
have a personal connec-
tion with something that 
they like to do. There are 

over two dozen clubs at Lincoln High School, and 
each one offers a special place for students to share 
their ideas and interests. Some students are eager to 
share their experiences with the different clubs that 
they have joined. 
     Emma Gianetti is starting her second year with 
the Best Buddies club. “Best Buddies brings us 
together with students with special needs, where 
we hang out together, play games, and have a lot of 
meetings,” she said.  “There are cool events like the 
Best Buddies Ball and the Pasta Dinner. We create 
friendships and we get to be one with each other, 
and that’s really cool.”
     “The Best Buddies Ball was the most fun 
experience I had last year,” she says. “You dress up, 
dance, take pictures, and eat food. It’s like a school 
dance, but more low-key. There’s no pressure and 
you just get to be yourself.”
     Gianetti encourages everyone to “join it. No mat-
ter what you choose to be, whether a peer buddy or 
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  Vivision
Vivianna Nava is a senior at Lincoln High School. Born and raised in Homestead, Florida, she came to Lincoln 
at the age of twelve and enjoys cooking, studying history, and playing tennis. Her biggest belief is that life isn’t 
fair, but you don’t have to simply accept that, which is something that she hopes to portray through her writing.   
Vivision will be a permanent feature in the Lion’s Roar. Below is an excerpt from a memoir she wrote and submitted 
to a contest for Writer’s Digest.  We are proud to announce that Vivi received an honorable mention. 

Papa’s Good Hand
     Humid air makes for 
a festering wound. That I 
know for a fact. 

     Every cut, every burn, and every scrape will 
bubble up and spoil over, sucking up every drop 
of water in the air for what it’s worth. It doesn’t 
scab or harden, and heals just as slow as it takes 
you to forget, and trust me, you won’t after you 
see what color pus turns if you leave it sitting 
under a band-aid long enough. 
     That’s what I’m thinking of as I pull open the 
sliding door of our apartment, fidgeting with a 
band-aid on my elbow where I scraped myself 
raw jumping off the monkey bars. I’m still stand-
ing in front of the wiry flyscreen of that door, 
feeling the warm sun on the back of my legs and 
the cold blow of the AC on the rest of me, slowly 
peeling back the bandage my teacher gave me 

where it’s gone black and curly around the edges. 
My two sisters, one big and one little, are rushing 
on ahead of me, giggling on about who’s and 
what’s when I hear them stop dead in their tracks. 
     There, sitting on the tiny couch, in our tiny 
living room, in our tiny two room apartment, is 
my average sized father. 
     Papa usually leaves the house before our 
school bus pulls up, and comes back hours after 
we’ve eaten dinner.
     What’s concerning though, is the way he’s 
holding a white rag to his left hand, looking at us 
like a child whose mother just caught him stick-
ing his finger in someone else’s birthday cake.
He’s looking up, blinking, looking unsure, and 
we’re looking down, blinking, looking unsure 
about why he’s unsure. 

     When I write, time doesn’t seem to matter. For once, I feel like my brain just shuts up, and all I can 
focus on is what the next line is gonna be. I like it because I don’t usually get to say everything that’s 
on my mind when talking out loud, but I like that when I write, I can go back and add whatever I want, 
or take back whatever I want, and that I can always change my mind if I want to.
     When writing this piece, it had started off as an English assignment my sophomore year, that wasn’t 
supposed to be more than a few pages.  It might have started off that way, but when I was finishing up 
on my laptop that night, and looked up at the clock, it was almost 3’ o’clock in the morning. What was 
originally going to be two pages, ended up being almost twenty pages long. 
     Getting an honorable mention in the Annual Writer’s Digest Writing Competition showed me, I 
guess, that people genuinely like what I write. It’s one thing for a teacher, or a friend to tell you they 
liked it, but it’s another thing to be chosen out of 6,000 entries and actually get something out of it. I 
didn’t make the top ten, but I was close. And not a lot of people get to say that.             ~Vivianna

The fate of the United 
States is in our hands

     Election season is still 
upon us, folks. Still.  And, 
let’s face it:  we’re all ready 

for it to be over. This election has been dragging 
on for far too long, and by now we all know that 
we’re not going to be satisfied either way. 
     I’m not here to tell you who to vote for 
(although, I’d like to). If you want to make 
a morally 
questionable 
decision and 
vote for an 
orange with 
hair, then be my 
guest. If you 
want to vote for the liar with a cough, go ahead. 
Live your life and be aware of the impact your 
candidate will have on other people who may not 
be as fortunate as you are, that’s all I’m gonna 
say. I’m here to tell you to vote, period. 
     According to the NPR, millennials 
consistently have the lowest voter turnout of any 
age group. We’re the ones who are going to have 
to live with whoever’s elected and whatever they 
do for the longest. These new lawmakers and 

their new laws are going to directly affect the rest 
of our lives-our student debt, how we’ll provide 
health care for our families, social security, wars 
we’ll have to pay for-whether we like it or not. 
So why don’t we want to have a say in it? Is it a 
lack of civics education? A political statement? 
Good old fashioned American apathy? Bigthink.
com says that it’s because the issues don’t apply 

to millennial 
voters, which 
is simply not 
true. We are 
taught to think 
that they don’t 
apply to us so 

that we can be stereotyped as ignorant, whiny 
kids. But one day, we’ll turn into ignorant, whiny 
adults, and then they’ll be our problems to fix. 
Why aren’t we starting now? 
     Personally, I think that the greatest motivation 
to vote is so that you can complain. I mean, it’d 
look pretty bad if you did nothing but groan and 
trash talk a politician if you hadn’t done your part 
to stop them from getting elected. Y’all, there’s 
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If you want to vote for an 
orange with hair, or a liar with a 

cough, be my guest.

by sarah brouiLLard 
and Jessica iasiMone 
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a member, it’s really worth it. It’s a great place and 
you always feel accepted.”
     Beginning last year, Michael Marcaccio has been 
a proud member FBLA (Future Business Leaders of 
America). “This club has taught me many leadership 
skills,” Marcaccio said.. 
      A memorable moment, he said “was the March 
of the Dimes walk that occurred last spring. The 
walk is roughly three miles, and you walk to raise 
funds for the birth of early infants.”
     Marcaccio advises new members to “participate 
in as many events as they can in FBLA; it is a really 
fun experience.”
     Betsy Reeve enjoys participating in the S.T.E.M. 
club. “S.T.E.M. stands for Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math,” Reeve elaborates. “It’s 
basically a club to encourage kids who are interested 
in the sciences to pursue what they like to do.”
     Reeve explains that S.T.E.M. has increased her 
enthusiasm for “the different kinds of sciences. For 
example, I didn’t really care about chemistry at all, 
but we did this really cool experiment that I thought 
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‘Snow plow parents’ nullify
student work ethic

by aiLsa FerLand
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     In 1997, Fox Animation 
Studios released a film that 
fictionalized a true story 

that had taken place over 80 years prior. “Anasta-
sia” chronicled the journey of a young, amnesic 
orphan trying to find her identity, eventually 
remembering her ties to the Russian imperial 
family. Flash fact: that family was real! 
     The Romanov Dynasty ruled Russia for 300 
years before the story of Grand Duchess Anas-
tasia Nikolaevna started to circulate. In the early 
20th century, Anastasia’s father Tsar Nicholas II 
was in power. However, many Russians at this 
time were discontent with his rule. They began to 
protest for reforms, but Nicholas did not care for 
change, and was against anyone that questioned 
his authority. In 1905, Nicholas ordered the 
army to gun down striking factory workers. This 
infamous moment came to be known as Bloody 
Sunday, and was the beginning of the end for the 
Tsar. 
     His wife Alexandra Feodorvna did not help 
matters. She welcomed Grigori Rasputin into her 
circle of confidantes after he “saved” the life of 
her hemophilic son. In the Fox motion picture, 
Rasputin is the character who inflicts the curse on 
the Romanovs that kills the entire family, except 
for Anastasia and her grandmother. Although this 
is shown in a way that children can comprehend, 
Rasputin did add to the unrest of the Russian 
people. Many associated him with greed for 
power and money, and suggest that his influence 

had a nega-
tive effect 
on the way 
the impe-
rial family 
handled the 
unrest in 
Russia. So 
much so 
that he was 
murdered 
by a group 
that sup-
ported the 
Romanovs 
and be-
lieved he 
would ter-
minate their 
dynasty. 
Although it will never be known how influential 
Rasputin was on Alexandra and Nicholas, it is 
known that the dynasty did eventually come to an 
end, while Tsar Nicholas II was still the head of 
the family. 
     It may have been dragged out over 20 years, 
but in 1917 a group of radicals initiated a revolu-
tion against their government. The Red Army, 
or the Bolsheviks as they were called, fought 
several bloody battles against the Royal Army, 
and on March 15 left Nicholas no choice other 
than to abdicate the throne. The family was held 

by the red 
army and 
eventually 
transferred 
to Yekat-
erinburg 
to be held. 
Nothing 
was awry 
until coun-
terrevolu-
tionaries 
advanced 
towards 
Yekater-
inburg. 
The Reds 
worried 
that the 
imperial 

family would be recaptured, and Russia would 
return to the monarchy they had fought to over-
throw, so a death sentence was ordered. On July 
16, the family and several of their servants were 
locked in their basement and brutally slaughtered.
     In the years following their murders, rumors 
began to spread that Grand Duchess Anastasia 
had escaped. Knowing of her rambunctious 
character, the Russian people believed that if 
anyone had survived it would be her. There were 
stories that the guards had helped her escape, as 
supported by the Fox movie by the character of 

Dmitri who shows Anastasia a secret passage so 
that she could dodge Rasputin’s curse. Unlike the 
fictional interpretations in the movie however, 
there were a few real life events that seemingly 
supported the rumor.
     Three years after the incident in 1920, a 
woman trying to commit suicide was rescued 
and admitted to a mental hospital. She could not 
remember who she was, but the patients around 
her quickly began to see a resemblance to the 
deceased imperial family, many calling her 
“Princess Tatiana.” In more support of the rumor, 
this woman had scars all over her body that many 
linked to the night at Yekaterinburg. Eventually 
someone made the observation that she did not 
quite resemble the physical features of Tatiana, 
but could possibly be Anastasia. Thus the original 
stories were ignited again. Family members, and 
others who had known Anastasia growing up, 
raced from all sides of the country to see if it 
was really true. To add to the confusion, some of 
her visitors supported the rumors, whilst others 
outright denied the claims. 
     This woman eventually went on to call herself 
Anna Anderson, and her case would go to court. 
It was suggested that she was actually a Polish 
factory worker with a history of bringing harm 
to herself in crazed frenzies by her opposition, 
but there was not enough evidence to definitively 
prove this claim. Unfortunately, after years of 

by aiLsa FerLand
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The Romanov Dynasty and the Mystery of Anastasia

Tsar Nicholas II and his family in 1906.  Anastasia is the youngest of the Czar’s 
daughters.  phoTo:  Source unknown. wIkIMeDIA coMMonS.

Class rank
time; the rest are typically honors classes. Grades 
alone cannot guarantee a student acceptance to 
the college of their dreams, however. Colleges 
and universities like to see a well-rounded student 
who is involved in their community. Therefore, 
on top of difficult courses with an abundance of 
homework, students are also involved in extra-
curricular activities. Matt Mardo, whose report 
card places him near the top of the Class of 2017, 
reports feeling like he needs to pull an all-nighter 
at least once a week, sometimes twice. “I never 
usually get zero sleep, just because my body falls 
asleep no matter how hard I try. [I usually have] 
at least one night of only one to two hours of 
sleep or less every week.”
     Somehow students are finding the time (and 
sanity) to get all of this done and still maintain 
the energy to come to school to achieve good 
grades. How do they do it? The answer lies in our 
camaraderie they enjoy. When asked to describe 
the top ten in one word, senior Amanda Broad-
meadow chose competitive. “But not in a bad 
way, you know? We are all competitive about it, 
but we are always willing to help each other out.” 
     Group chats upon group chats are made be-
tween students in the same AP classes to facilitate 
the homework process. We bond with study 
groups and group chats and group homework. 
Because here’s the thing: it simply is not possible 

to be at the top of your class without a little help 
from your friends-- unless of course you don’t 
have any extracurricular activities, but that’s rare. 
     Some of the closest friends I have made 
throughout high school have stemmed from 
teamwork and similar struggles. Those who calm 
me down late at night when I’m stressed about 
school are the friends who I’ve done the same for. 
We know what we’re fighting for, we know why 
we bother with the late nights and the AP classes. 
We know that hundredths of a GPA separate us 
from those ranked above and below us, and while 
we want to be ranked higher, we also know that 
those we’re close to being tied with are some of 
our best friends. And we wouldn’t have it any 
other way.

Continued from page 1

30
number of valedictorians at Long Beach 
Polytechnic High in California, which no 
longer calculates class rank.  Designation 

is earned by getting all As. The group 
wears special robes at graduation. 

Source:  Moriah Balingit. Washington Post, July 13, 2015.

phoTo by ISAbeLLA cArpAno

     There is a new epidemic 
and it is not health related. 
Children are being over-nur-

tured by their parents, and as a result are not being 
allowed to mature into independent adults. This is 
an evolution from the “helicopter” parents that know 
everything going on in the lives of their children into 
a different breed known as “snowplow” parents. Ac-
cording to Emma Waverman of todaysparent.com, 
“The ‘snowplow parent’ is defined as a person who 
constantly forces obstacles out of their kids’ paths. 
They have their eye on the future success of their 
child, and anyone or anything that stands in their 
way has to be removed.”
      The term is a fitting metaphor for those parents 
that clear a path for their children that takes away 
an important and central lesson of life: failure. “It’s 
okay to let your kid fail in safe circumstances,”  
Holly Schiffrin, a psychology professor at The 
University of Mary Washington in Virginia told the 
Boston Globe recently. Schiffrin co-authored a study 
published earlier this year in the Journal of Child 
and Family Studies, that finds that over-controlling 
parents not only hurt their own relationships with 
their children, but they actually undermine the com-
petence and confidence of their college age students.  
     There does not have to be a trophy for everyone, 
not everyone can win, but everyone can work to 
achieve goals and be proud of their hard work after 
overcoming such failures. 
     This new mindset is affecting LHS directly. 
Emma Waverman, a blogger and mother that defines 
her parenting style under the category of “snow-
plowing” writes:  “According to educators, there is 
a sense of entitlement to snowplowers: They blame 
the school when things go wrong and never accept 
anything less than first place for their child.” 
     If everyone is deemed special, then the meaning 
of the word special is lost. Parents should be inter-
ested in their children’s academics, but should not 
be doing the work for their kids.  
    “I understand when parents can be over involved, 
and I’m totally willing to work with parents as 
long as they’re doing it to improve their student’s 
academic abilities and not doing it to get their kids 
off the hook,” said Mrs. Tracey Cook of the Social 
Studies Department who is also an AP teacher of 
Psychology.
     A line needs to be drawn somewhere. The Boston 
Globe reported in 2013 that one parent, upset over a 
daughter’s A-minus final grade called the professor 
to complain, and then the department chair, and then 
the academic dean.
     This is absurd. What does this teach kids? Mrs. 
Cook believes this path leads directly to: “Learned 
helplessness. That is where kids or people, it can 

happen to adults too, they get to a point where 
they kind of just sit back and say ‘I can’t’ because 
they’ve been nurtured to feel that way, or they’ve 
tried and they’ve kind of been squashed. It can 
happen for both reasons. And even just not being 
accountable, and not being responsible.” 
     The next generation, that is, the people this 
country will depend on to keep running in the future, 
is being raised as a group that cannot accept getting 
what they do not want.  Professor Schiffrin told the 
Globe, “Parents need to understand they’re not giv-
ing their children a chance to develop competency, 
a feeling of pride and well-being,… Children are 
not developing the skills they need to become fully 
functioning adults.”
     Somewhere in the evolution of popular culture, 
society jumped from “You can’t always get what 
you want!” to “Why you gotta be so rude?”  At 
some level of respect between children, parents, and 
educators has fallen through the cracks. 
     On the one hand many young people are showing 
no respect for the parents who are trying to be their 
friends more than their guardians, thereby leading 
them to conduct this attitude toward their teachers as 
well. Many kids have no respect for their teachers, 
or even feel that sense of entitlement that snowplow 
parents endow them with. They believe their grade 
should be better than that A- because their work was 
unique and better composed than their classmates’. 
In turn, they let their parents do the talking for them. 
     Eleanor Green, a restaurant entrepreneur told the 
Globe:   “They say things like, ‘I’m here with my 
son, Mark, to apply for a bus boy position.’ Mark is 
standing there not saying a word. We’re thinking if 
Mark can’t talk to us, how can he interact with our 
staff and customers?’” How can this support a child 
in any way?!”
     Mrs. Cook agreed that  “…the work ethic has 
definitely changed. I think part of it is kids are very 
distracted today. They’re distracted by their phones 
so much. I think kids are very unaware that they’re 
distracted, and I don’t think they see it. ” 
     Moreover, they take advantage of this technologi-
cal advancement to get their parents to bend to their 
will. She continued, “Today, sometimes I think that 
kids find it easier… well I’ll just let my mom or my 
dad call and let them deal with it. Whether it is to be 
exempt from an exam, or simply to complain about 
a teacher they do not like, kids overuse their parents’ 
authority.”
     The Boston Globe cited Schiffrin’s study and its 
identification of  technology’s role in this phenom-
enon, stating that the “constant contact” between 
parents and children have changed the way students 
learn independence. Schiffrin told the  that one study 

Please turn to PARENTS, page 4
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Faculty Fast-Talk 

Mr.  Kraig Krusz
     1. Date of Birth? 04/29
     2. Name of your kids?  Tyler (18)  Cooper 
(15)
     3. What’s your middle name?  Francis
     4. How many siblings do you have?  2 Older 
Brothers
     5. What’s the funniest scientific word you 
can think of?  Quark
     6. If you could have any superpower what 
would it be?  Understanding Women
     7. Favorite accent?  Australian
     8. Favorite store?  Zeb’s General Store - N. 
Conway NH
     9. Google Docs or Microsoft Word?  Docs
     10. If you just had a new child right this 
second, what would you name it?  Oopsie 
Krusz
     11. Favorite season?  Fall
     12. Favorite color?  Sea Blue
     13. Coolest science experiment you’ve ever 
done?  My brothers had a home chemistry kit 
when they were teenagers (Chemicals and every-
thing, can you believe this????).  When I was 10 
I decided to mix some things together.  My mom 
found me passed out about an hour later.
     14. Most common type of clothing in your 
closet?  Shirts???  Cotton????
     15. If you could go anywhere in the world, 
where would you go?  Some tiny little key in the 
Outer Banks
     16. Typical breakfast choice?  Coffee
     17. Most romantic song?  Sweetest Thing - 
U2
     18. Instruments you know how to play?  
Trumpet
     19. Coffee or tea?  Coffee
     20. Best novel ever written?  Tie.  Where the 
Wild Things Are/Heart of Darkness
     21. Most prized possession?  My Kids??  

Does that count?
     22. Do you believe in ghosts?  Sort of
     23. The amount of money the tooth fairy 
should leave.  All of it
     24. Your worst nightmare?  Something bad 
happening to my kids
      25. Best day of your life?  Tie - Birth of my 
kids
     26. Cookies, cake or ice cream?  I don’t re-
ally eat sweets
      27. Greatest fear?  Something bad happen-
ing to my kids
      28. If you are able to choose, what would 
you like to have as your last meal?  Maine lob-
ster and filet mignon with some extra crispy fried 
chicken thrown in as a side dish
       29. Favorite Taylor Swift boyfriend?  Me 
about 3 months from now
      30. Word you always misspell?  Pick any, I 
can’t spell
      31. Candy Crush or Pokemon Go?  No… 
Just… No…
      32. Favorite weekend outfit?  Shorts and a 
tee or jeans and a hoodie
      33. Newspaper section you never read.  
Obituaries
      34. Best day of the week.  Every day I wake 
up
      35. Favorite day of the year?  See above
      36. Holiday you most look forward to and 
why.  Thanksgiving - Family, Food and Football
      37. Favorite part of the school day?  See 
34 & 35
      38. An artistic talent you would like to 
master.  Dancing, I look like an injured sloth on 
Red Bull when I try to dance.
      39. Young Bieber or Present Bieber? (Jus-
tin Bieber)  No Bieber
      40. Juiciest bit of celebrity news.  Cranston 
RI man seen canoodling with Gisele Bundchen.  
Scroll down for pics.
      41. Trump or Hillary?  UGH
      42. Long or short hair?  Any hair is good
      43. Which one, Gangnam style, What does 
the Fox say, Harlem Shake, or Happy? Nope.
      44. How do you want to die?  With a big 
smile on my face
45. Spirit animal. C’mon now...
46. How you envision yourself, reincarnated.  
Tom Brady but better...
47. What’s your biggest secret?  Ha!!
48. If you could ask any interview question to 
yourself, what would it be? What would be the 
answer?  
What do you think your purpose is in life? 
I would probably say I would hope to be able to 
continue to try and figure this out until the day I 
die.
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that new players learn the ropes, and everyone 
in their section is on the same page with news 
and announcements. Another one of their 
responsibilities includes holding sectionals which 
are rehearsals either before or after school for a 
certain instrument. Members of the section are 
not required to attend, but it is key to learning 
the music and growing together as an instrument.  
The hard work in these practices pay off as 
the band greatly improves when everyone can 
skillfully and confidently play their parts.
    This year section leaders have taken initiative 
and strived for excellence in their sections. 
Almost everyday after school you can hear 
the boom of the bass drums coming from the 
auditorium, and new quad players learning 
complicated cadences. The percussion section 
leaders are Dylan Goldrick, Evan Berreta, 
Christian Alves and Zack Heineman put in hours 
of hard work teaching new players each song. 
Percussion drives the pep band during games, and 
truly conduct the band more than Mr. Enos does.  
Their large role makes it crucial to have these 
sectionals often.
     All of this new information and such short 
time to process may seem intimidating to 
freshman but they are taking the opportunity 
to succeed and trying their best. “It has a much 
faster pace than middle school band,” freshman 
clarinet player Aiden Bridges explained, “I like 
it a lot more too.” Freshman trumpet player 
Kobe Carvalho added, “Mr. Enos is a little scary 
when he screams; he’s a funny guy though which 
makes the class more enjoyable.” 

    As the game approached closer and closer the 
pieces started to come together. The band got into 
their routine, and were not even phased by the 
previously daunting idea of playing in front of the 
football crowd. Each section fixed up the rough 
patches in every song, allowing the band to sound 
like a coherent unit.  Whether it was holding 
rehearsals with younger players, or practicing at 
home, the only way they were able to achieve this 
improvement was by everyone doing their part.
     In a class leading up to the game Mr. Enos 
explained to the band how important this unity 
is.  “We’re all in it together. Me, you, everyone. 
That’s the nature of the class. We have to make 
the class work together, we have to make the trips 
work together, we have to make the performances 
work together. We have to have people rehearsing 
together, we have to come up with a halftime 
show together. We have to do everything together. 
It’s not like your other classes. I need you guys to 
do your part or this won’t work.”
    The success the band had showed off how 
in sync everyone was with each other.  Senior 
Angela Macksoud was very happy with the 
turnout of the game. “I think that all of our hard 
work in class and all of the sectionals that have 
been going on paid off and we played great at the 
game. The crowd loved us and we kicked off the 
season to a great start.” 
     Not only did the band play extremely well, 
they had fun doing so.  The group has a whole 
set of crazy chants and dances led by Mr. Enos 
that they do through the game.  Among this list is 
“The Banana Song,” which is infamous to anyone 
who has been to a football game accompanied 
by the band. All 120 students get up in the 
bleachers and scream the repetitive lyrics with 

corresponding dance moves. The freshman are 
never aware of this song their first time around, 
and it always shocks them.  
     “I was not expecting the banana song, it was 
super fun, weird at first, but super fun,” Carvalho 
stated. Everyone gets very into the song, almost 
too into it. Macksoud was the latter of the two. 
     “My favorite part of the football games is 
the Banana Song, I get really into it with all 
of my friends,” she recounted with a laugh. “I 
actually passed out flat on my butt when we were 
“rocking the mullet.”
     In the end, the Lincoln High School band 

pulled it together for the game. Mr. Enos was 
very happy about their performance. “It wasn’t 
perfect, but then again it’s really hard to be 
perfect that soon in the year,” he expressed. “I 
was really proud of the kids, they all worked 
really hard to pull it together and get the first 
game under our belt, and put on a decent 
performance. I think we added to the atmosphere 
of the game. It was great to see how quickly they 
have started things off on the right foot.” 
     The band will put this same determination 
forth as they continue their marching and concert 
seasons, setting them up for distinguished 
success.

Members of the LHS Band race to practice before their first debut at a home football game. phoTo by cArLy SwAnSon. 

Band Race  Continued from page 1

Clubs
Continued from page 2

was really interesting.”
     “If you’re interested, definitely join,” she advises. 
“You get to do a lot of fun experiments and you 
learn a lot of interesting things.”
     Clubs are a great way to get involved with the 
school, to make new friends, and to pursue one’s 
passions.  

     There are 31 different clubs in Lincoln High School, 
and it’s hard to decide which one is right for you. 
Here are quick profiles of some clubs that you may be 
interested in joining!

Best Buddies - Are you interested in: helping those 
with special needs?
Goal: to be involved in the lives of people with intel-
lectual disabilities by creating one-to-one friendships. 
Advisor: Mrs. Chrisily Genesse

Drama Club - Are you interested in: acting, theatre, 
technical production, performing, and/or working 
“behind-the-scenes” ?
Goal: to produce two major performances this school 
year.   Advisor: Joey DeLeo

Environmental / Courtyard Club - Are you interested 
in: the environment and keeping our campus nature-
friendly? 
Goal: to plant trees and flowers around the campus and 
in the school’s courtyards, and to improve the paper 
recycling program .  Advisor: Mrs. Joanne Phillips

F.B.L.A. - Are you interested in: the business world and 
working as a team to achieve success?
Goal: to develop communication and leadership skills 
and to grow in character and confidence. Advisors: Mrs. 
Cheryl Murray and Mr. Patrick Hanley

Film Club  - Are you interested in: scripting, shooting, 
and editing short films?
Goal: to produce two short films and submit them to the 
All American High School Film Festival in April. Advi-
sor: Mrs. Doreen Picozzi

History Club  - Are you interested in: debating histori-
cal topics and participating in local and national pro-
grams? Goal: to unite and bring together students and 
teachers who have a passion for history and the study 
of history. Advisors:  Mrs. Grace Small, Mr. Conor Mc-
Closkey, Mrs. Casey Carr and Mrs. Sarah Lane.

Life Society - Are you interested in: volunteering for 
your community and town?
Goal: to help out in Lincoln through humanitarian 
activities such as volunteering at soup kitchens, health 
expos, 5k’s, and much more. Advisor: Mrs. Suzana 
Borba

Ski & Snowboard Club - Are you interested in: skiing/
snowboarding, and making new friends?
Goal: to go on several trips to New England ski areas 
and increase skiing/snowboarding skills. Advisor: Mr. 
Frank Yip

S.T.E.M. Academy - Are you interested in: sciences, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics?
Goal: to explore various science, mathematics, engi-
neering, and technology disciplines and to seek new 
ideas about careers, experimentation, and technology 
related issues. 

World Languages & Cultures Club - Are you 
interested in: looking into the cultures and languages of 
other countries?
Goal: to plan and engage in interesting activities and 
to help plan the World Language Department’s feature 
celebration. Advisors: Mrs. Dorothy Lareau and Ms. 
Hope Evanoff 

Additional Clubs/Activities:
ATI(Above the Influence)
Broadcast Center
Chess Club 
Class Executive Boards (Freshmen, Sophomore, Junior 
& Senior)]
Fine Arts Club 
Greenhouse Club
Lion’s Roar Newspaper 
Math Team 
National Honor Society 
Rock Climbing Club 
Science Olympiad 
Select Chorus Club
Student Council 
Variety Show 
Writing & Math Peer Tutoring Center Yearbook

Which Clubs Are Right For You?
by sarah brouiLLard and Jessica iasiMone 
Lion’s RoaR staff

of college freshmen and sophomores has shown 
that on average, students are communicating with 
their parents twice a day- and about three-quarters 
of them felt that was appropriate.” This network 
could not have existed in the generation before, 
which did not have the luxury of instant commu-
nication.
     The other extreme of the snowplow technique 
is composed of parents who violate their chil-
dren’s privacy after they are sent off to college. 
The children who do seek independence are often 
not allowed to do so once their parents enter this 
cycle. The goodbyes of move-in weekend are no 
longer goodbye until Thanksgiving or Holiday 
Break, “A growing number can’t seem to let go. 
Blame it on technology or anxiety or habit- some 
parents remain so involved that they are leaving 
their college-age kids anxious, depressed, and ill-
equipped to deal with matters both small and large, 

according to experts,” reports the Globe.
     Despite good intentions, there is such a thing as 
too much nurturing.  Snowplow parents do not pro-
duce any winners in the end. In fact, research proves 
that the real trophies go to the kids who have been 
taught to accept their mistakes. Falling under an 
extreme form of parenting, whether it is extremely 
laid back, a cycle of hovering like a helicopter, or 
the new category of snowplowers, often ends badly 
for those being raised. 
     The lesson may be for parents.  And as the old 
adage goes, everything in moderation.

Parents
From page 3
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Please turn to  FAFSA, page 11 

FAFSA can be filed as 
early as October 1

Top 10 mistakes to avoid in your college essay
by sarah GrasseL

Lion’s RoaR staff
Are you 
a senior 
who is 

starting to or is thinking about 
writing college application es-
says? Before you start writing, 
make sure to avoid these ten big 
mistakes, according to both pro-
fessionals in Lincoln High School 
and college application experts 
across the country. 
     1. Not proofreading your 
essay before submitting it. 
When typing your college ap-
plication essay, relying on your 
computer’s spell checker is not 
enough. A word may be spelled 
correctly, but not make sense in 
the sentence that you are using it 
in. Julie Shimabukuro, director 
of undergraduate admissions at 
Washington University in St. 
Louis told U.S. News and World 
Report that having spelling errors 
“just puts the pause button” on the 
entire essay. Before submitting your essay, read it 
multiple times slowly and out loud.
     2. Not answering the prompt correctly. It is 
always important to read over a prompt carefully 
before beginning your essay. Some prompts may 
have multiple parts, and you need to make sure 
that you answer each one fully. To avoid this big 
mistake, it is helpful to plan out your essay before 
you begin writing according to InLikeMe.com.
     3. Making your essay the wrong length. 
Many college application prompts require you to 
have a certain number of words, or a range. For 
example, a prompt could specify three-hundred 
words as a desired amount, or could have a range 
of two-hundred to two-hundred and fifty words. 
Lynn Radlauer Lubell, publisher of InLikeMe.
com, which is a resource for college admission 
and student aid, says on the website that “many 
online applications will not even accept more 
than the stated limit.” To fit in the required word 

count, do not waste space with unnecessary 
words, be clear in your writing, and get right to 
the point.
     4. Constantly using the thesaurus. There is 
no need to use big words constantly throughout 
your essay when a simpler word can get the job 
done just as well. Lincoln High School guidance 
counselor, Mrs. Dawn Fish, advises:  “Don’t be 
a robot! Use your authentic voice! Don’t try to 
‘sound smart.’” Sometimes using higher level 
vocabulary can hurt you if used improperly, or if 
it appears like you are trying too hard to impress 
admission staff. Sounding like yourself is much 
better than using words that are at a much higher 
level than your vocabulary. 
     5. Waiting until the last minute. Any parent, 
teacher, guidance counselor or college admis-
sions officer will tell you that college application 
essays can take much longer to write than you 
anticipate. If you wait until the last possible min-
ute to write your essay, you will be rushed, and 

not produce your best work. By 
being rushed to finish an essay, 
you give yourself little time to 
revise it, or have anyone else 
look at it, making it possible 
for huge mistakes to be made. 
Instead of procrastinating, plan 
ahead, and give yourself plenty 
of time to work on your essay.
     6. Submitting a long 
resume. College admission 
committees are interested in 
more than just your transcript 
and a list of activities that you 
have done during high school. 
They want to get to know the 
real you: your true passions, 
personal qualities, and what 
you will bring to the college 
community. According to Mrs. 
Fish, “your college essay is 
your opportunity to become 
more than a transcript and list 
of activities. It is your chance to 
stand out and present yourself 

as someone the admissions counselors want at 
their school.” 
      7. Repeating yourself. When you repeat 
yourself in the college application essay, you are 
not only wasting space, but boring the college ad-
mission staff who are reading your essay as well. 
Emily Simmons, Dean of Admissions at Emory 
University tells U.S. News and World Report that 
“each part of it should be telling us something 
new...When I keep hearing the same thought over 
and over, I really feel like it’s a missed opportu-
nity. In the application, real estate is so valuable!”  
8. Not organizing your essay. 
If your ideas are all over the place in your essay, 
or if it lacks structure, you will most likely not be 
impressing the college admission staff. Instead 
of immediately starting your essay, outline it 
first. Planning all of your essays is well worth 
your time and Lubell says on InLikeMe.com that 
“not only will the quality of your essays be much 

In an increasingly dangerous 
world, these colleges are safest

     As parents and students 
research colleges this 

admission season, one of the most concerning 
factors is campus safety. With rising crime and 
sexual assault incidents, it is important to know 
what is out there in means of keeping students 
safe.  These five colleges each have special state 
of the art programs keeping college student’s 
safety a top priority, and put parents at ease. 

1. Erskine College
This South Carolina school provides many 
programs to ensure the safety of their students. 
Among these programs includes the Escort 
Across Campus Program available from sundown 
to sunrise. Officers in uniform will be on duty 
will escort anyone needing assistance anywhere 
on campus if they feel unsafe.  Erskine also has a 
Victim Assistance Program for anyone who falls 
victim to a crime. The offices will help the vic-
tims by explaining the legal process, counseling 
and support, to make them feel more comfortable 
with their situation.  The Office of Student Ser-

vices also works closely with instances involving 
a missing student. Every report is followed by 
an ongoing investigation making sure that all 
information is uncovered.
2. Kansas State University
At Kansas State, safety is a top priority. There 
is a Silent Witness program that allows students 
to anonymously report a witnessed crime on an 
online server. Just like Erskine, they also offer 
an after-hours escort program to ensure that all 
students get home to their dorms safely. The offi-
cers can also give seminars about different safety 
concerns upon request of a campus group, to 
keep more students around the school informed 
about issues like crime prevention, drug abuse, 
and sexual assault. 
3. University of Colorado Boulder 
Access to university buildings is carefully moni-
tored by police, access is only allowed by shap-
ing proper identification. The campus is well-lit 

by carLy swanson

Lion’s RoaR staff

Kansas State’s cam-
pus is among the saf-
est college campuses 
in the country. phoTo:  
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     Every year a rush 
of concern comes over 
high school seniors as 

they decide how they want to spend their next 
four years.  So many aspects of this selection 
abruptly come into play: how far do you want 
to be away from home? What do you want to 
study? What job opportunities will you have? 

And most commonly, how am I going to pay for 
this?  For most, finding a way to pay for college 
is number one on the long list of fears upon 
applying. One of the best ways to help fill in the 
hole of crippling debt, which is at least $30,000 
on average, is to apply to the Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid, or, FAFSA. 
     The FAFSA is an application that families can 
send in  for federal grants, loans, and work-study 
funds for their college students. It is administered 
by the U.S. Department of Education, which 
provides more than $150 billion in student aid 
each year. Eligibility for federal grants generally 

depend on financial need.   To qualify for some 
of that money, you must meet basic eligibility 
requirements, such as being a U.S. citizen in most 
situations, and having a high school diploma or 
GED. 
     It cannot be expressed enough that everyone 
should fill out the FAFSA. Students commonly 
do not fill out the FAFSA because they believe 

their parents make too much money and won’t 
qualify for people’s grants.  This is a dangerous 
misconception because no matter what your 
circumstances are, anyone is eligible for some 
form of financial aid. Abigail Seldin, co-
founder of College Abacus, a free college cost 
comparison tool, says that most financial aid in 
the U.S. is awarded by universities rather than 
the government, and you usually can’t qualify for 
need-based or merit-based aid without a FAFSA 
on file.  Many colleges offer merit-based aid that 

Informational books to aid students in the college application process. LIon’S roAr ILLuSTrATIon 

A student works on their college essay a key part of  college applications. phoTo  by ISAbeLLA cArpAno
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Meditation 
Monday is back

Please turn to MEDITATION, page 11

     High School is one 
of the most stressful 
years of a teenag-

ers life, whether that student is a freshmen or a 
senior. Luckily, there is an after school program 
that can help with that stress, called Meditation 
Monday. This is very beneficial to the school 
and to the students because they can come to 
take a deep breathe and relax every Monday 
after school. This program originally started 
from Miss. Gilroy, who is an English teacher and 
taught at the school last year. She started this 
back in 2013 when there was only a maximum 
of about five kids meditating, about ten minutes 
before school started. As of 2015, around 10-15 
kids come and now it has changed to 30-40 min-
utes after school. Gilroy says, “A lot of students 
come to relax and to feel supported. There is no 
wrong way to do mediation either, because you 
do whatever feels natural to you.”
     The outcomes of Meditation can include a 
stress-free mind, increasing your attention span, 
having a better night’s sleep, improvements of a 
functioning brain, can help you feel more con-
nected and appreciate life more. Most important-
ly, it makes you and those around you happier. 
This happens because you’re taking time with 
yourself, away from your phone, friends, school 
work, and you’re just taking time for yourself. A 
lot of students are always caught up in their daily 
hectic routine, where it’s hard for them to set 
aside time to themselves. After meditating, your 
anxiety gradually decreases while your creativity 
and happiness increases and you can gain clarity 
and peace of mind. Once you’re in a place where 
your whole body is completely shut down and in 
center, there is no worrying, no weight on your 
shoulders and most importantly, no anxiety.
     A lot of students may think that meditation is a 
difficult practice to get used to and may not think 
they can stay still for more than ten minutes. 
The simple thing about all of this is that you can 
choose the most comfortable position, whether 
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On Being Marc Cobb
     Chances are, if you’ve had a conversation with Mr. Marc Cobb, it’s been on the fly, 
in the hallway, at the side of a cafeteria table, or at the doorway of the front office where 

you just got assigned TAC. Assistant Principal Mr. Cobb does not sit down. Like many of his colleagues in 
the main office, there’s no time that’s down time. Getting him to even sit for an interview was a challenge:  
“If I can get ten minutes on the average day, then that’s pretty good,” he quips, fidgeting in his seat and twirl-
ing his ID badge, as if it physically pains him to be still.
     “It varies, [how busy my schedule can be]. If I can sit down and eat lunch, then it’s a good day.”
     Being an Assistant Principal at Lincoln High School doesn’t come without its challenges. When asked 
about how he finds an outfit in the morning, Mr. Cobb laughs, and goes on to describe how it’s a matter of 
cleanliness than style. 
     “It basically starts with finding whatever socks are clean;” he says sheepishly, the twirling of his ID badge 
slowing down at the same rate as the coloring of his face. “Then match the pants to that, then the shirt to 
that. So, there’s not a lot of forethought that goes with it.”
     But the length of his difficulties as Assistant Principal are not solely restricted to those fashion wise. 
When asked how he would handle the situation of one of his favorite students breaking the rules without 
damaging the relationship; Mr. Cobb breaks out some Yoda-like wisdom.
     “I think if you have the good relationship, you can apply the consequence without damaging the relation-
ship,” he said, “but at the end of the day, I’m here for the well functioning of the school and if it causes some 
damage to the relationship, I still try to apply the discipline code evenly and fairly.”
     Mr. Cobb’s food-for-thought isn’t the only thing that’s Yoda-like. One of the school’s most public secrets 
happen to be that he is one of the biggest Star Wars fans in the entire school, even rivaling Ms. Robidoux and 
Mr. Schofield, our school’s other two Star Wars aficionados. 
     But what matters more importantly to Mr. Cobb than his Star Wars obsession, are his kids, both biological 
and school-ogical. “My kids are definitely my favorite people;” he says with a fond look, “I look forward to 
going work everyday just because I get to interact positively with kids.”
     “Once you get talking to him, he’s friendly and always willing to help.” said Senior Victoria Lane. 
“People always think he’s meaner than he is, because he always has a ‘working man’ face on, but he’s just 
really timid,”.
     “Everyday is unique! Everyday has it’s own challenges, both expected and unexpected.” Mr. Cobb con-
cludes, grin on his face as he swivels in his chair, lanyard still swinging; “The success of our students and the 
amount of different activities, diverse activities, that our students are involved in never cease to amaze me.”
     With the busy schedule that Mr. Cobb has (starting at 5 o’clock in the morning!) it’s understandable that 
the first thing he does when he leaves the building at around 4 in the afternoon, is take a big sigh of relief!

by ViVianna naVa
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a day in the life of lhs

On Being Marc Cobb
     Chances are, if you’ve had a conversation with Mr. Marc Cobb, it’s been on the fly, 
in the hallway, at the side of a cafeteria table, or at the doorway of the front office where 

you just got assigned TAC. Assistant Principal Mr. Cobb does not sit down. Like many of his colleagues in 
the main office, there’s no time that’s down time. Getting him to even sit for an interview was a challenge:  
“If I can get ten minutes on the average day, then that’s pretty good,” he quips, fidgeting in his seat and twirl-
ing his ID badge, as if it physically pains him to be still.
     “It varies, [how busy my schedule can be]. If I can sit down and eat lunch, then it’s a good day.”
     Being an Assistant Principal at Lincoln High School doesn’t come without its challenges. When asked 
about how he finds an outfit in the morning, Mr. Cobb laughs, and goes on to describe how it’s a matter of 
cleanliness than style. 
     “It basically starts with finding whatever socks are clean;” he says sheepishly, the twirling of his ID badge 
slowing down at the same rate as the coloring of his face. “Then match the pants to that, then the shirt to 
that. So, there’s not a lot of forethought that goes with it.”
     But the length of his difficulties as Assistant Principal are not solely restricted to those fashion wise. 
When asked how he would handle the situation of one of his favorite students breaking the rules without 
damaging the relationship; Mr. Cobb breaks out some Yoda-like wisdom.
     “I think if you have the good relationship, you can apply the consequence without damaging the relation-
ship,” he said, “but at the end of the day, I’m here for the well functioning of the school and if it causes some 
damage to the relationship, I still try to apply the discipline code evenly and fairly.”
     Mr. Cobb’s food-for-thought isn’t the only thing that’s Yoda-like. One of the school’s most public secrets 
happen to be that he is one of the biggest Star Wars fans in the entire school, even rivaling Ms. Robidoux and 
Mr. Schofield, our school’s other two Star Wars aficionados. 
     But what matters more importantly to Mr. Cobb than his Star Wars obsession, are his kids, both biological 
and school-ogical. “My kids are definitely my favorite people;” he says with a fond look, “I look forward to 
going work everyday just because I get to interact positively with kids.”
     “Once you get talking to him, he’s friendly and always willing to help.” said Senior Victoria Lane. 
“People always think he’s meaner than he is, because he always has a ‘working man’ face on, but he’s just 
really timid,”.
     “Everyday is unique! Everyday has it’s own challenges, both expected and unexpected.” Mr. Cobb con-
cludes, grin on his face as he swivels in his chair, lanyard still swinging; “The success of our students and the 
amount of different activities, diverse activities, that our students are involved in never cease to amaze me.”
     With the busy schedule that Mr. Cobb has (starting at 5 o’clock in the morning!) it’s understandable that 
the first thing he does when he leaves the building at around 4 in the afternoon, is take a big sigh of relief!

Photos fRom toP to bottom: Mr. Cobb 
enjoying a rare, stress-free moment. Self-
proclaimed Star Wars fanatic clutches 
his Star Wars themed mug while receiv-
ing updates from the secretaries. Cobb 
tackles his long, break-free day head on. 
backgRound Photo: Cobb arrives at 
the 2015 ribbon-cutting ceremony of 
Ferguson Field. 

phoToS by GAbby cArSon
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 It’s not uncommon to 
carry an EpiPen in a 
backpack, at least not for 
the estimated 15 percent 

of all American students who suffer from food 
allergies.  EpiPens -  lifesaving medical devices 
that are used to administer emergency medica-
tion to people experiencing anaphylaxis due to 
allergies - save lives every day.  
     Like most medication, the epinephrine in 
EpiPens expires after a year, meaning you have 
to replace an EpiPen frequently. Children tend to 
need multiple EpiPens, for school, home, and, of 
course, grandmas.  Now that wouldn’t have been 
such a big deal when EpiPens cost $50. 
     In 2007 , pharmacies paid less than $100 for 
a two-pen set, and has since been steadily raising 
the wholesale price. In 2009, a pharmacy paid 
$103.50 for a set, by July 2013 the price was up 
to $264.50. 
     By May 2016, that price nearly doubled to 
$608.61, thanks to Mylan, an American global 
generic and specialty pharmaceuticals company. 
     An EpiPen costs approximately $5 to manu-
facture. The dose of epinephrine, the medicine 
that prevents a person with allergies from going 
into fatal anaphylactic shock, costs about $1, and 
the components of the device, such as packag-
ing, run between $2 to $4. So why did EpiPens 
increase nearly 450 percent? As the retail price of  
EpiPens skyrocketed, Mylan’s pay increased 600 
percent. Mylan tried to calm people by  releasing 
50 percent coupons for the $600 EpiPen, reduc-
ing it to $300, but coupons are not available for 
those who are covered by Obamacare insurance, 
or the Affordable Care Act.  So people who are in 
need of the coupon the most, aren’t even eligible 
to use them.
      Amid all of the outcry, Mylan had announced 
that they will be releasing a generic brand of the 
EpiPen for 50 percent less than the original, but 
that’s still $300. Multiple companies have heard 
the voices of concerned families and attempted 
producing EpiPens forless, but the FDA has not 
yet approved any of the EpiPen generic copies  
due to the flood of 4,036 applications awaiting 
approval. 
     The FDA has stated any generic EpiPens 

could not launch until mid-2017,but how many 
lives will be endangered in the meantime? 
Epinephrine isn’t an elective drug, Mylan knows 
that people will pay as much as they need to 
regardless of the price. It’s life or death. So what 
happens to those who can’t afford the EpiPens? 
Do they just live on edge every day knowing if 
they were to have an allergic reaction, there’s 
nothing there to save them? 
     They could be rushed to the hospital, but it 
may be too late. Every three minutes a food al-
lergy reaction sends someone to the emergency 
room – that is more than 200,000 emergency 
department visits per year. A total of between 
63 and 99 deaths due to anaphylaxis happen in 
the US per year, 77 percent of which occurred in 

hospitalized patients. 
     A simple injectable pen that can save some-
one's life is out of reach of so many people with 
severe allergies. The 450 percent increase in the 
retail price of EpiPens is outrageous. The cost of 
medication for people who need it most must be 
made affordable for everyone.

by ryLLe saMMon

Lion’s RoaR staff

When is the cost of health safety too high?

phoTo:  GreG frIeSephoTo:  creATIve coMMonS

doesn’t even consider financial need; it’s based 
on achievements such as grades, SAT scores or 
athletics. This means that the amount of money 
your parents make doesn’t matter for this type of 
aid, and you can’t receive it if you don’t fill out 
the form.  
    Seldin continued to tell US News & World 
Report how important to fill out the FAFSA as 
soon as possible. “The sooner you submit your 
FAFSA, the sooner your school can receive the 
results of your FAFSA,” she explains. “So if your 
school is awarding financial aid or admission on a 
rolling basis, you are advantaged by having your 
information in early, because some schools will 
run out of money.”
     For the first time, the FAFSA is open in 
October rather in January this year, which will 
be a huge change for students applying. Mrs. 
Cheryl Murray teaches College and Career 
Planning to seniors at Lincoln High School and 
is always a huge help to those trying to navigate 
the college process. “The biggest benefit to the 
early opening of the FAFSA is that kids are able 
to see ahead of time what  potential aid they 
can receive rather than after they have already 
applied to some schools.  Mrs. Murray explained 
that it helps students determine which colleges 
to apply to depending on the amount of aid, 
and makes it easier to see what scholarships 
students should apply to fill in any other gaps. “It 
is especially helpful for students who applying 
Early Decision,” she said.  “It helps them to 
truly commit to that school knowing what 
their financial situation will be going into the 
agreement.”  Such a binding application stream 
can be terrifying for students, and knowing 
whether or not you can afford your dream school 
can make the process much more comfortable.
     Although filling out the application is a long 
and strenuous process the benefits and rewards 
are incomparable. The opportunity to graduate 
with less student debt is worth the hassle.  The 
FAFSA is free, being the best deal you will 
ever encounter considering the risky investment 
college is. 

FAFSA
From page 5 

40
is the average number of LHS 

students who have been
prescribed an EpiPen

(Source: Mr.s Sexton,  Lincoln High School)



     Imagine a 
teenager, 
seventeen 

years of age, teetering on the 
spot. His legs are weak, shak-
ing almost, sweat is dripping 
down his brow and his shirt is 
drenched. His hair is disheveled 
from its usual posture and his 
gait is slightly off. He’s so thin 
that if you only saw him from 
the side he might just pass you 
by without notice. He’s tall, al-
most six foot one, a thin layer of 
hair lines his face, he’s moder-
ately handsome, he’s of the quiet 
sort, though, his presence lends 
itself to a certain sort of author-
ity. He’s wearing a red and navy 
blue tank top, “Lincoln” is writ-
ten across his chest and a lion 
is depicted on his back. He has 
just run harder and faster than 
he has ever done so before in his 
life. He is the captain of one of 
the most difficult, diverse, and 
least loved sports throughout the 
entirety of Lincoln High School: 
The Boy’s Cross Country team.
     So, what does it mean to be 
a member of the Cross Coun-
try team? Such is not a simple 
question to answer. For many 
who have little experience with 
the sport it appears to be extremely simple and 
straightforward. All we do is run, right? Though, 
the reality and extent of the sport is so much 
greater than that. Cross Country unlike other sports 
is more a competition of sheer will and proper 
training than a competition of skill. You don’t have 
to memorize strategies or plays and you certainly 
don’t have to be coordinated. In any sense anyone 
can run cross country, there are no tryouts or cuts 
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Why Cross Country is  a real ly  di f f icul t  sport
by aidan enriGht

Lion’s RoaR staff

and anyone can join, cross country is an open 
sport, welcoming to all. That fact is the singular 
reason why our team is so diverse. Just this year 
runners on the team also participated in, or plan 
to participate in, several other varsity sports 
including: lacrosse, volleyball, basketball, track, 
tennis, and hockey. How many other teams in 
the school can say the same? Though no matter 
how open the sport is, it is most certainly not for 
everyone. The sport itself is a full frontal attack 

on both your body and mind, to achieve is to 
overcome pain and exertion over and over again 
on a daily basis. To push past your physical limits 
against the insistence of your mind to cease, 
to give up. It takes persistence, discipline, and 
dedication to an entirely different level. In Cross 
Country you can’t miss practices, you can’t do 
less, and you can’t decide to take it easy because 

sports

     In the off season Lincoln 
Sport teams are always 
working hard. But this year 

the field hockey team played all year round. Par-
ticipating in different leagues during the school 
year and in summer camp, combined with the 
summer work out, the team prepared themselves 

for another great season. 
     At the Division 1 level, Lincoln girls field 
hockey faces some of the toughest competition 
in the state. But the team is already off to a great 
start. The first two games of the seasons ended in 
ties after intense overtime against both LaSalle 
and North Kingstown. After 10 minutes of back 
and forth seven-on-seven play, neither team could 
score because of tough defense played on both 
sides of the field. 
     The following week the girls had a great win 
over Bayview 3-2.  Senior player Carly Swanson 
explained, “Beating Bayview was a great feeling 
and we really needed this win to help us make 
our way to playoffs.” 
     How the team prepared in the off-season is 
already making a big difference in the start of the 

     “Yup, Riley is definitely 
one of the best softball 
players I have ever seen in 

my life and I’ve seen a lot of softball players,” 
proudly states teammate and peer Tally Bruscini.
     Riley Riendeau, a two sport athlete, plays 
volleyball, but she was born to play the game of 
softball. Her height and strength make her a good 
hitter.  Her intelligence enables her to read the 
play and make excellent plays defensively and of-
fensively. Her innate athletic ability gives her the 
natural talent to win games.  
     Professional softball players, Jenny Finch and 
Bianka Bell, have inspired Riley to work and be-
come an awesome 
player.
     Spring of 
Riley’s freshmen 
year at Lincoln 
High School she 
earned a presti-
gious spot on the 
varsity team.   It 
was the end of a 
disappointing sea-
son for the Lady 
Lions, with a 5-9 
record,  the Lady 
Lions were the 
clear underdog.   
     The challenger, 
the Cranston West 
Falcons,  were 
11-3, an intimidat-
ing opponent.  
     Only the Lady Lions believed they had a 
chance to beat the number one team in the divi-
sion.  The Cranston West Falcons strolled in too 
confident and dismissed 
the Lady Lions too quickly.  
     They mistakenly underestimated the Lady 
Lion’s pride and determination to avoid falling to 
the bottom of the division rankings.  
     On this day, Riley Riendeau, a determined 
freshmen with something to prove on a varsity 
team was ready for the challenge.   The Cranston 
West Falcons dismissed the unknown freshmen 

regular season. Over the summer some of the 
players attended field hockey camp at Deerfield 
Academy in Western Massachusetts. The girls 
got the chance to improve their skills as a team 
but also had the opportunity to meet athletes 
from across New England. The camp is a three-
day overnighter and really made a difference in 

the girls’ game. 
     Sophomore 
Alicia Turcotte 
said:   “At camp 
we got to im-
prove our skills 
as a team and 
we got to bond 
and become even 
closer friends.” 
    Not only did 
the team work 
hard in the sum-
mer but they got 
the opportunity 
to play teams in 
there division in 
the winter and 
spring seasons. 
Lincoln had a 

great turnout in 
the leagues at Wide World of Indoor Sports with 
both their JV and Varsity Teams. Every Monday 
night the girls got to face competition they 
would see in the regular season. Lincoln played 
other high school teams, but they also had the 
opportunity to battle with the team that both Mr. 
Matthew Pavao and his wife, LHS Field Hockey 
Coach Ashley Pavao plays on. 
     “Playing in the winter and spring was not 
only a great experience to face the  competition 
we would be seeing in the regular season, but 
it was also fun to play against our coach,” said 
sophomore player Sarah Capraro. 
     After all the hard work and dedication in the 
off season, the Lady Lions Field Hockey team 
is ready to continue their fight as Division 1 
underdogs on the road to playoffs.

More training, more time on the field 
promise good results for Field Hockey too early in the game.

     Riley was determined to help the team out. 
She was able to help the team out in the begin-
ning of the game with a home run that gave the 
Lady Lions the lead. 
     Riley had previously been going through a 
tough time with her hitting in recent games so 
this was a major boost to her confidence. In her 
next at-bat, she had an extremely high amount of 
confidence because of what happened in her first 
at-bat. She saw a fastball right down the middle 
on a 3-0 count and her eyes lit up. Boom! 
     She had hit her second homerun of both the 
game and of the season.

     Riley almost 
couldn’t get over 
the fact that she had 
“broken out of her 
slump” which was 
described by Riley. 
She describes the 
game as “an amazing 
accomplishment,” 
not only because they 
would go on and win 
that game but would 
go on to show teams 
that they are capable 
of beating a good team 
which will help them 
as the playoffs were 
approaching. 
     It is truly an honor 
to be able to say that 

you hit two homeruns in a single high school 
game, especially as a freshman.

Riley Riendeau Plays Volleyball 
But is Born to Play Softball

if you do you’ll find week 
after week that you don’t 
improve while everyone 
around you does. Unlike 
other sports cross country 
is very individualized and 
your success is entirely 
depended on your ability 
to work hard and push 
yourself to all imaginable 
limits.
             It is a sport of 
frustration and slow prog-
ress. Some runners expect 
instant gratification when 
they join the team, though, 
in cross country there is 
no such thing. You have to 
allow yourself the chance 
to achieve what you have 
the potential to achieve. 
Running cross country is 
a marathon consisting of 
years and years of working 
hard to get into shape and 
building the muscle that is 
needed to excel within the 
sport. No one in their right 
mind would ever claim 
that cross country is an 
easy sport and that is for a 
good reason.

Senior Cross Country captain Aidan Enright races in a 2015 meet. phoTo by SAMAnThA LeAL

by Kate swanson

Lion’s RoaR staff

Senior co-captain of the field hockey team, Delaney Cavanaugh, dribbles during her game 
against Lincoln School last season. phoTo by GAbby cArSon

718 
The estimated number of miles the Lincoln 

Cross Country team will run this season.  
(With that same mileage, runners could leave 

Providence at the start of the season and reach Cin-
cinnati, Ohio at the end of the season.)

by randaLL hein

Lion’s RoaR staff

31.5 oz
That’s the most a fastpitch softball bat can 

weigh according to ASA regulations.  In 
addition, the bats must have a 2.25 inch barrel 

diameter and must not be over 
34 inches in length.

Riley is fearless at bat.  phoTo:  Guy rIenDeAu
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$75-$150 
per eye, the cost of applying 

20 to 40 
individual eye lash 

extensions

4
The number of Electoral College 

Votes given to Rhode Island.
also

The number of years in one 
U.S. Presidential Term.

and,
In an unrelated topic,

the number of years Vladmir Putin 
has been in office.

About 

1.5 million 
high school 

students 
nationwide 
experience 

dating violence

The school day is 

26,340 
seconds long

5 
students from 
the class of 

2016 went to  
Ivy Leagues

73% 
of teens drink 
caffeine daily

There are 

31 
clubs at LHS

94 Million 
people own smartphones 

in the United States 

.1mm 
is the thickness of a 

piece of paper

2,022
is the number of 

text messages 
sent by American 
U.S smartphone 
owners ages 18-
24 every month.

reported by 
Experien

81% 
of teens are given 
the opportunity

 to use illicit 
substances
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higher, you’ll probably end up saving time in the 
long run!”
     9. Writing the same essay for more than one 
college. 
Writing one essay and sending it to multiple col-
leges or universities can backfire on you in more 
ways than one. First, you could forget and “put 
in the wrong college name, for example sending 
an essay to Boston University, but writing about 
Bryant University,” according to Lincoln High 
School business and CCP teacher, Mrs. Cheryl 
Murray. Also, if you reuse an essay, you are 
clearly not able to explain specifically why you 
chose a school, or why you would be a good fit 
at the school. Showing true interest and putting 
in the extra effort to write different essays for 
multiple colleges and universities can make a big 
difference on if you will get admitted.
Giving colleges what you think they want. Col-
leges want your essay to be original and personal. 
Chris Muñoz,Vice president for enrollment at 
Rice University,  tells U.S. News and World 
Report that college admission faculty do not 
want an essay that talks about “how if everyone 
just rolled up their sleeves and worked together 
we could solve everything.” He says, “We’re a 
lot more interested in the rough edges. Tell us 
something original.” Even though a traditional 
topic may sound ideal, most of the time they will 
not translate well into an essay, and will therefore 
not impress college admission faculty.    

that is laying down, sitting in a chair, lying on 
your stomach or maybe curling yourself into a 
little ball. The most important thing is to keep 
your back straight so you can prevent your mind 
from becoming slumberous or drowsy. When-
ever you are starting to feel like you’re getting 
distracting, the best thing to do is to return back 
to your breathe, and with time, that will become 
a whole lot easier. Meditation is a practice and 
it isn’t something that you can easily pick up. It 
takes a lot of commitment, time and seriousness.
     Meditation at the Lincoln High School may 
be a little different from what students may do 
on their own time. There will be an instructor 
helping you through the process. The whole goal 
of this practice is to help students have a deeper 
understanding of mediation, and to understand 
a better meaning of life and to become happier 
individuals.
     There are no sign-ups for this after school 
activity; it is open to all members of the school 
whenever you feel most comfortable showing 
up. Christina Gosselin, Hong Ngoc Nguyen and 
I will be instructing Mediation with the help 
of Mrs. Kruth, who is the Student Assistance 
Counselor of Lincoln High School. This is going 
to start around the end of October, in room 1, and 
will start at 2:15 p.m. and end around 2:45 p.m.

Contact Information:
Ariana.Beliveau@lincolnps.org
Christina.Gosselin@lincolnps.org
HongNgoc.Nguyen@lincolnps.org
KruthK@lincolnps.org or (401) 334-7521
GilroyK@lincolnps.org

investigating, the court’s final verdict was that the 
case was unsolvable. Anna Anderson was neither 
Grand Duchess Anastasia, nor an imposter. In 
1979, Alexander Avdovin and Geli Ryabov, 
after a year of research, found the bodies of the 
imperial family buried in Siberia. However, they 
could not find any conclusive evidence through 
DNA testing, and scared of being imprisoned or 
killed by the strict Soviet government for their 
discovery, they abandoned the project.
      The Soviet Union fell in 1991, and it was then 
that Avdovin and Ryabov released their findings. 
A team of archaeologists was sent to the location, 
and the bodies of the Romanovs were finally 
exhumed. DNA testing would prove that Anna 
Anderson really was the Polish factory worker 
many had thought her to be. The real question 
that remained was whether or not Anastasia was 
buried with her family. The Russians claimed that 
she was indeed one of the skeletons, and that her 
sister Tatiana and brother Alexei were the ones 
missing. However, the Americans followed up 
and believe that Anastasia was really the female 
missing from the group. So, what really happened 
that night? Only the people there truly know, 
and that information is buried with them in their 
graves. Anastasia could have lived a very long 
life, or died an even worse death than her family, 
this famous scandal still remains inconclusive. 

$35,000 last year, supporting the idea that student 
debt is steadily rising and is becoming more and 
more of a problem in the United States.
     Jordan Delisle, a senior here at LHS, can 
understand why people would like to have free 
college, but she doesn’t think it makes sense. “In 
my opinion, nothing in life is free,” Delisle states. 
“You have to work for what you want in life, and 
I feel that everyone is looking for the easy way 
out. In all reality, going to college is a choice, 
one that you have to work out financially. It’s 
like buying a house.” Delisle explains that people 
have to figure out the best option for themselves 
in regards to buying a home that fits their finan-
cial stability, just like college. “Granted,” Delisle 
comments, “college tuition has greatly increased 
over the past few decades.”
      In a recent survey done at LHS, 64% of 
students said that they would rather pass up free 
college and go to the college of their dreams. 
Among these “dream colleges,” all but one of 
which were out-of-state, are Harvard University, 
Boston University, Northeastern University, 
Brown University, and the University of Texas. 
Let’s just say that the costs for attending these 
colleges and living there (for four years, without 
any scholarships) range anywhere from $60,000-
$240,000. Remember, almost all of these colleges 
are out of state as well.
     So is the problem that college tuition is too 
high or are students biting more than they can 
chew? It’s hard to believe that the average LHS 
student has $240,000 to spare.
     Delisle remarks that “there are also great 
scholarship programs as well as financial aid to 
help [students] with college tuition that if [they] 
work hard enough for, [they] will receive.” 
Delisle also expresses that there are plenty of 
other ways to get free or reduced college too. “If 
[students] want free college so badly, join the 
military, you know, since they offer waivers for 
[students] to get education while also serving 
your country, a win-win in my opinion.”
     Delisle also disagrees with the argument 
that public school systems are free in regards to 
education, so why can’t college? “In all reality,” 
Delisle claims, “public schools are not ‘free’ 
since it’s our parents money that pays for the 
systems and provides us with  privileged educa-
tion for us to be able to grow and develop in 
society as adults. If we made college free just like 
public school, just imagine how much of peoples’ 
paychecks will be given to the government versus 
things such as food, clothing, and basic necessi-
ties for a family.”
     Free college can also be used as a gateway for 
poor and middle class to a better life. Some peo-
ple like the idea of going to college for free, but 
really don’t have any idea of what free colleges 
there are and don’t know where to start looking, 
besides joining one of the military academies, as 
Delisle referred to before.. Here’s a few of the 
best free colleges in the United States.
     Berea college is located in Kentucky, and 
offers a full-tuition scholarship worth $25,000 
(annually), but it requires students to work at 

least 10 hours per week at campus approved jobs. 
Berea has over 140 departments that students 
can decide to work in for extra pay and tuition. 
They also help with food and room and board by 
providing a work study program.
     Webb Institute is a highly accredited school 
that specializes in marine engineering and naval 
constructions. It is the only marine engineering 
and naval architecture school to offer a full, four-
year, free tuition scholarship to students, due to 
“generous donations” from anonymous sources. 
Also, Webb Institute has a 100% job placement 
for their graduated students.
     The CUNY Teacher Academy in New York 
City is a liberal arts college combining traditional 
and experiential teaching and learning. Students 
can enroll in one of CUNY’s eight colleges, and 
every student has an individualized academic 
program including courses from more than 200 
majors. All students receive a full, undergradu-
ate, free-tuition scholarship, as well as a full-time 
teaching position in a New York school upon 
graduation.
     Now that you know a little more about free 
colleges, college in general, and the costs of 
colleges, hopefully you’re inspired to find free-
colleges that interest you, or maybe save a little 
money by passing up on the college of your 
dreams.

Free College 
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advanced level classes without pressure from 
their parents or guidance counselors. In fact, 
several said that their parents were concerned 
about the stress accelerated studies may cause.  
Junior Julia Heroux said that her parents were 
among them.. “They let me pick my own 
classes,” she said.  “They don’t force me to take 
anything I don’t want to take, but they still worry.   
Especially with sports and cross country and 
track and everything… they don’t want me to 
break and go over the deep end.” 
     Despite all of the extra stresses that are put 
upon them in these classes, a resounding 96 
percent of LHS AP students felt that they were 
gaining something from it. Sixty-two percent said 
that they were gaining some sort of collegiate 
benefit-either experience or credit, or both. A 
sizable number (around 35 percent), however, 
said that they were taking these classes to gain 
knowledge of a subject that they enjoy. Jakob 
Morris (who’s taking four AP courses this year) 
said that he takes them because, “I’m trying to 
narrow down my interests, but also for college.” 
     These students have a lot on their plates, but 
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a reason that democratic governments like ours 
exist, and it’s not so that you can sleep in on 
election day and not have to go to school. It’s so 
that we can have a government of, by, and for 
the people. It’s so that we have someone that a 
majority of the people will tolerate (that is, except 
for the presidential election, which is decided 
pretty much only by the electoral college,but 
that’s an issue for another time.), and who people 
trust to get stuff done. 
     It’s not just important to vote in presidential 
elections either. Like, because I’m a giant nerd, 
I worked as a supervisor at a polling place in 
Lincoln on the recent primary election day. In the 
whole 13 hours that the polls were open, just 42 
people showed up at my polling place to vote. 
     I have a friend who worked at another polling 
place in the area where 54 people showed up. 
That’s really sad. Yes, it was ‘only a primary,’ but 
that’s the first step. 
     People are going to complain about who’s 
on the November ballot in Rhode Island, 
because they didn’t vote for who they wanted in 
September. 
     We literally fought a war to win our freedom 
from Britain and the right to vote for our own 
officials and have fought more since then to 
maintain those freedoms. It’s disgraceful that we 
don’t participate every chance we get, because 
even if it doesn’t seem like a big deal at the time, 
a few months or years down the line you’ll regret 
not voting for someone else when the person who 
won does something you don’t like. 
     Look at it this way. If you fail a math test that 
you didn’t study for, you can’t complain about 
failing because you didn’t prepare for it. Well, 
technically you can, but it just makes you look 
like a whiner. 
     It’s the same way with voting. It’s important. 
If Trump wins, don’t complain about the fact that 

Voting or not
From page 2

still manage to make it work.
     So what advice do they have for students who 
will take APs in the future, or who are in them 
now?
     Junior Natalie Westrick advises,  “Take naps.” 
She explained that the little extra bit of sleep will 
help you focus, and have energy to get everything 
done. But it can still be difficult to find the 
motivation to do the work, and often you’ll hear 
people complaining about it. 
     “You’ve got to learn to focus less on 
complaining about how much you have to do and 
just do it,” says Morris, “Once it’s over, you’ll 
reap the benefits.”

an orange with hair is now the leader of the free 
world unless you voted against him. If Hillary 
wins, don’t complain that a side-stepping liar 
with a cough is now your Commander in Chief 
unless you voted against her. 
     And don’t complain about either of them 
winning unless you voted for Bernie Sanders (or 
someone else) in the presidential primary last 
April. You’ll just sound like a whiner if you do.

and has emergency phones across campus, letting 
those walking to cars and classes feel safer by 
being in close contact with police. 
4. Marshall University
A variety of services are offered to help protect 
those on campus, including bike patrols and after-
hours escorts by campus police officers to any 
location on campus. Blue lights line the campus 
providing those in need to have direct contact 
with the police through the emergency phones. 
Officers are also available to provide security at 
outings such as athletic events and concerts. 
5. Louisiana State University Eunice
This school has one of the best alert systems to 
notify students, staff, and faculty of any break-
ing emergencies, crimes or natural disasters. 
Everyone on campus is automatically enrolled 
in the program, and are able to receive messages 
via text, email and voice. This is heavily relied 
on in the event of a large-scale power or internet 
outage. The would be used as a primary means to 
provide information to the entire campus, keep-
ing everyone informed and safe.
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     Somewhere off in the distance is the clattering 
of pots and pans which must be Mama cooking 
dinner, and by the way it sounds, she isn’t happy. 
It’s all mixing in with the sound of the tv playing 
Telemundo, and I see my big sister’s mouth open 
like she wants to say something, but before she 
can even get the words out, there’s a large clatter 
like someone dropped a pan and then some curs-
ing, and I hear Mama’s heavy footsteps before I 
see her angry face.
     “And you know what else-”
     She stops when she sees us but she doesn’t 
look surprised, she just scrunches up her face in a 
way that says she wants to say something that she 
probably shouldn’t. 
     Papa sighs and tells us to take a seat even 
though he looks like he’d rather us not, and I pull 
out my asthma inhaler and take a few pumps.

Continued online at 
lincolnhsroar.wix.com/online
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